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THE .ECONOMICS OF ENDANGERED SPECIES: 

ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES TO PUBLIC DECISIONS 

Potential extinction of plant and animal species and subspecies is a problem 

with important economic implications, yet it h~s not received much attention from 

economists . This paper has two objectives: (1) to characterize the economic 
1 issues that arise when a species is endangered and (2) to compare two approaches 

from the economics literature which deal with extinction issues in the context 

of public decision-making. 

The first wi 11 be tenned 11the benefit-cost approach 11 because it rests on the 

basic conceptual framework of benefit-cost analysis. It must be added irrmediately, 

however, that several peculiarities of the speci~s survival problem and related 

issues require modifications in techniques of evaluating benefits and costs which 

will be described below. There, this paper will draw most heavily on work of 

several economists associated with the Natural Environments Program at Resources 

for the Future under the leadership of John V. Krutilla. 

The second economic approach to public decisions affecting species survival 

will be tenred the "safe minimum standard approach." This way of dealing with 

the problem is rooted conceptually in the game theory analysis of decision-making 

under uncertainty. The safe minimum standard of conservation was introduced into' 

economics in Ciriacy-Wantrup's (1968) classic work on conservation economics. 

To give the comparison a bit of c~ncreteness, the california condor (Gymnogyps _ 

californianus), one of the Unived States' most endangered species, will .be used 

repeatedly to illustrate various points. It turns out that both of the major 

economic forces behind man-caused ;xtinction 1 overexploitation and habitat 

111ldification, have been ~t work in the condor case. After examining these 
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biological dimensions of the species survival problem in the next section, various 

economic dimensions can be discussed. Particular emphasis will be placed on the 

probl~m of irreversibility and uncertainty. Conservation costs, some relationships 

analogous to joint production in the theory of the finn, and other aspects will 

also be introduced. Next, we shall see how the economic dimensions are treated 

in the benefit-cost and safe minimum standard approaches to public policy. These 

comparisons will lead to some conclusions for public policy and future research. 

Background of the Problem 

In the U.S., an estimated 46 birds, mammals, and fishes have become extinct 

in moderTI times. The federal goverTlment presently lists 188 U.S. species and 

subspecies of marrmals," birds and reptiles as threatened (U.S. Bureau of Sport· 

Fisheries and Wildlife). These animals. run the gamut from one race of the national 

symbol, the bald eagle, to such obscure members of ·the nation's fauna as the 

blunt-nosed leopard lizard. It has been estimated that over 700 animal species 

and subspecies are presently in danger of extinction worldwide (Cox). Flora, too, 

an! threatened. The Smithsonian Institute has recently estimated that some 2,000 

U.S. plants face extinction. This is about 10 percent of the flora of the con

tinental United States (Jenkins and Ayensu; U.S. Congress). The World Wildlife 

Fund's preliminary estimate of the numbers of threatened plants is 20,000 for 

the world as a whole. 

Of course, extinction of plants and animals has been an earthly phenomenon 

since the beginning. Humans may have played a role in the demise of some life

forms even in pre-historic times. However, man has become the dominant force i n 

life-fonn extinction. Out of roughly 20 mammals and 150 birds that have became 

extinct since 1600, only about one-fourth have succumbed to natural forces, wh ile 

the rest have been victims of man (Cox ) . Furthennore, the pace of extinction i s 

quickening. The International Union for the Conservation of Nature has estimated 

that an average of one species per year is becoming extinct, compared with one 
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every 10 years between 1600 and 1950 and a natural rate of .one every 1000 years 

during the era of the dinosaurs. 

This increase in the rate at which life-forms are becoming extinct is the 

result of human activities that can be grouped into two general categories. 

Overexploitation--the elimination by humans of larger numbers than natural re

generation can replace--has ·often been a cause. Environmental modifications--. 
generally through changes in the use of land and related resource$, the disposal 

of deleterious substances, and the introduction of exotic life-fonns--are 
. . . 

the ltl)re important causES today. 

. The effects of both overexploitation and environmental modification can be 

illustrated by the condor case. The California condor is a large, mostly black 

vulture that inhabits southern California and possibly Baja California. A mature 

bird may have a wingspan of 9~ feet, the largest of any North American land bird. 

The condor is one of the world's most endangered species, with a remaining pop

ulation of only about 50 birds. The early Europeans who came to the Pacific 

Coast of North America saw condors--and shot them. Since then, many condors 

have been shot because of curiosity, mistaken concern for livestock,2 malicious

ness, target practice, and scientific collection. In addition to their guns, 

Europeans brought land use changes, converting vast expanses to agriculture and 

urban uses, eliminating the herds of deer, elk, and later, cattle and sheep 

which had provided the condor with carrion. Even where native vegetation and 

fauna were not eliminated, various activities ranging from petroleum explorati on 

to off-road vehicle recreation have created disturbances beyond levels that the 

condor can tolerate in areas where the bird once nested, roosted, fed and found 

sanctuary. 

Proposed habitat modifications continue to put pressure on the species and 

it may not survive into the 21st century. In response, several governmental 

agencies and private groups are involved in efforts to conserve the species 

which include research, restrictions on mineral explorati on and development on 
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public lands, the abandonment of a proposed multi-million dollar water project, 

land-use controls on private lands and land acquisition projects, educational 
3 programs to infonn citizens about the problem and other such measures. 

Can the situation of a species like the condor be considered a ·serious 

economic problem? What economic issues arise when sue~ a situation exists? 

In the next two sections, the various economic dimensions of the problem will 

be outlined. Let us begin with the most difficult, yet potentially most 

important economic problem, that of irreve~ibili~y and uncertainty. 

The Problem of Irreversibility and Uncertainty 

There is much interest these days in genetic engineering, and it may be 

feasible in the future to re-create extinct species of plants and animals. 

However, science today is very limjted in this regard and there is no alternative 

but to assume that extinction of species and subspecies is irreversible. Further-
I 

more, as will be shown more fully below, there is still a great deal that is 

not known about the earth 1s life-fonns. Genetic engineering, if successful, 

will not be able to resurrect what was never known to have existed. 

Coupled with irreversibility is uncertainty of truly staggering proportions. 

Part of thi5 uncertainty is related to the future directions of society itself . 

Recall that resources really only exist in a social context. They are highly 

relative, depending on a whole array of social variables including tastes and 

preferences, population, the institutional framework, public policies, and tech-

no logy. 

The changing status of the Alll!rican bison illusttQtes this point wel l . 

Today, the bi son is both an aesthetic resource of co .. s i derab 1 e value i.n an 

historical context and a genetic pool for beef animal breeding. To the Plains 

Indians only little more than a century ago, the bison was the basis of a 

whole economy, serving as a raw material for food, shelter, and clothing, as 

well as an object of religious significance. Even this status of the bison 
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was apparently a relatively new phenomenon based on the introduction of horses 

from Europe. Prior to this technological innovation, the Plains Indians were 

semi-agriculturalists, possibly as an adaptation to "Pleistocene overkill 11 

ten thousand years earlier. And Pleistocene overkill itself may have been t he 

result of improved hunting technology and population growth (Vernon L. Smith). 

The bison ,.~ample illustrates well that, as someone once put it, "resources 

are not, they become. 11 The earth's natural a~tributes including its life-fonns 

emboczy a reservoir of potential resources that are only partially recognized 

as actual resources at any point in time. 

Furthennore, there is great uncertainty about the future time paths of all 

the social variables that will detennine which characteristics of the earth's 

species and other natural phenomena will 11become 11 resources in the future. 

Think for a moment about the last 100 years. Who 100 years ago could have 

anticipated the advent of the automobile and all the impacts it has had on our 

definition of resources? Or, consider the affluence of certain countries, 

the coninunist revolutions, the population explosion, decolonization, the path 

of agricultural technology, the discovery of nuclear energy, or any of dozens 

of other events and trends over the last 100 years that have shaped our resource 

spectrum. How then are we of the present generation to anticipate what charac

teristics of the earth's natural attributes will be resources even 100 years 

hence? Yet when a species is lost, it will not be avai lable to future genera

tions far beyond the next 100 years. 

Social uncertainty is compounded by what might be tenned "natural · un

certainty, 11 uncertainty about the characteristi cs of the natural worl d that 

actually exist and could become resources in the future . Consider, for example, 

how many l i fe-forr.is may yet remain to be discovered. One estimate i s that there 

are 10 million species and subspecies on the earth (Raven, Berlin, and Breedl ove) . 
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If so, then 8.5 million species and subspecies have not even been discovered 

yet! Clearly, we have a great deal to learn about many that are known as well 

as those that may ultimately be discovered. 
-

Another interesting example of natural uncertainty comes from phannocological 

research. Certain of the earth's plants produce alkaloids which are presently 

the source of such compounds as morphine, quinine, and strychnine and which are 

considered promising in the quest for drugs to treat tumorous cancers, l eukemia, 

cardiac disorders, hypertension, and other diseases. Yet, to date, on ly about 

2 percent of the earth ' s 200,000 flowering plant species have been screened for 

alkaloids and the search thus far has turnecJ up 1,000 different alkaloid com

pounds (Myers). One major nethod of searching for plants with medicinal and 

other useful properties is indicative of how far the sciences have yet to 

develop . This approach, called ethnobotany, involves long hours of talking and 

searching for specimens with local, often primitive people, including witch

doctors, in the hope of discovering clues to plants with useful qualities . 

Irreversibility and uncertainty combine to create an economic problem 

when species are threatened with extinction. Once lost, a life-fonn cannot be 

regained, yet social and natural uncertainty mean that it is impossible to fo re

see which ones can be allowed to become extinct wi t hout large future losses and 

which cannot. Extinction always carries the risk that some future resource 

of great value is being lost. 

This problem of irreversibility and uncertainty takes on new urgency in 

the context of the present growth debate. Humankind appears to be involved 

in a "great race." On the one hand are distressingly high rates of exhaustion 

of several nonrenewable resources that are critical to our economy under current 

technology as well as population growth with accompanying pressures on food 

resources, an' cumulative destruction of natural resources which many cons ider 

important to the quality of life and perhaps even the maintenance of life it-
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self. Racing against approaching doomsday is sociotechnical progress . 

. The earth's life-forms are important to this great race in at least · two 

ways. First, as a reservoir of future resources, the earth's life-forms are 

among humankind's best hopes for continued technological progress through 

research in the natural and biological sciences. Consider cr9~breeding, for 

example. Valuable genes have already been found in wild potatoes, tomatoes, 

beets, sugar cane, and the progenitors of cul~ivated wheat, corn, oats, and 

barley (Watson). The value of any particular variety, however, remains un

certain. Uncertainty in this area even extends to the very we·ather on which 

crop production depends. Despite recognition of the importance of genetic 

resources in crop breeding, there is growing concern that not enough is being 

done to conserve wild varieties and primitive cultivars which are related to 

present agricultural plants (Miller; Harlan). The USDA has noted that "the 

/genetic resourcil situation is serious, potentially dangerous to the welfare 

of the nation, and appears to be getting worse rather than better. 114 

Or consider medicine. Few realize that about half of the new drugs entering 

the market in recent years have been developed from botanic specimens (Krieg; 

Krutilla and Fisher). Among the better known are penicillin, cortisone, digi-

talis, quinine, and heparin. Many zoological specimens are of interest in 

medical research: the manatee for hemophilia (Vietmeyer); the armadillo for leprosy; 

the horseshoe crab in detecting bacterial endotoxins (Thompson); the desert pup

fish for kidney disease (Bean); and so on. Again, note the role of uncertainty 

and irreversibility. Plants with promising medicinal properties and animals 

with useful physiological characteristics may not be recognized as such until 

new scientific discoveries are made. Who, for example, could have foreseen 

that a drug with the properties of penicillin would be developed from a certain 
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lowly fungus? The horseshoe crab has been considered a pest for years and 

sane states have even paid bounties for them. Note also that many threatened 

plants and animals are already of interest to medical researchers including 

sqme of the cacti of the American southwest (which contain alkaloid compound), 

the manatee, some species of ·annadillo, and several species of the desert pupfish . 

Research outside the nedica1 and agricultural fields is also active. For 

example, oils from various plant seeds are bejng investigated for possible in

dustrial uses (Nature Conservancy). 

Beyond their importance in the development of new resources through re

search, the earth's life-fonns are related to technological progress because 

of their role in · environmental monitoring (Jenkins and Bedford). One of the 

great environmental dilermnas of our times is that increasing technological 

dependence forces us to experiment on ourselves (Brubaker, p. 160). It is 

impossible to thoroughly test each new innovation for its long-run impacts 

before it is released for general use. Indeed, general use may be the only 
5 sure test. Hence, a diverse and abundant flora and fauna may prove very 

useful in isolating problems in the life support system associated with new 

technologies before they reach man. Consider the role of the brown pelican, 

bald eagle, and osprey in warning that DOT was concentrating in living organ isms 
avian 

and could interfere with/reproduction. Again, note the existence of uncertainty. 

Various life-forms are sensitive to environmental changes in greatly differing 

degrees. Which one~will serve as indicators of envirocmental degradation due to 

technological advance cannot be foretold. 

Perhaps this discussion can best be sunmarized by quoting Ciriacy-Wantrup's 

(1968, p. 252) conclusion about the hazards of irreversible depletion of cri

tical zone flow resources, 

From a certain degree onward--for example, if more and more acres of land 
or species of plants and animals are affected--irreversibility in the 
depletion of critical zone resources l imi ts opportunities of adaptation and 
narrows the potential development of a society. Both the biological and 
the social sciences have come to the conclusion that such a li mi ting and 
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narrowing force directs development toward specialization rather than diver
sification. Such a direction has been held responsible for retarded and 
abortive growth--in the sense of growth toward a dead end--stagnation, 
and death of species and civilizations. 

All this has a bearing when one focuses on an individual life-fonn, like the 

condor. Beyond its value for aesthetic enjoyment, as discussed below, it is 

hard to see at first glance why the condor should be considered important as -a 

future resource. Yet, S. Dillon Ripley, Secretary of the Smithsonian Institute, 

has said that "the condor represents, among warT!l-blooded vertebrates, birds and 

marrmals, one of the very few remaining genetic reservoirs unchanged since 

Pleistocene ti~s a million years ago. 116 This genetic reservoir, according to 

Ripley, is 11waiting for ever increasing skills of scientists to interpret. What 

a catast~phe if the story were destroyed before its meaning could be unraveled, 

the code uninterpreted before it is lost. 117 If it survives, will the condor 

contribute to an important future scientific discovery, or in some other way 

become a substantially more important resource than it is today? Perhaps not, 

but as a society, we simply do not have the information to tell in advance. Ex

tinction of the condor would carry the risk that something of great future value 

is being lost. 

The· discussion will move in a moment to some more conventional economic 

aspects of life-form conservation. This issue of irreversibility and uncertainty 

is discussed first for a definite reason. So often when a life-fonn faces ex-

tinction there is a tendency to rush about trying to establish same economic 

value for it as a justification for conservation. Some of the pitfalls of 

this approach are discussed in a recent, very interesting article by Ehrenfeld. 

In point of fact, life-fonn conservation may generate current benefits i n some 

cases, as we shall see below. However, many life-fonns make little or no economic 

contribution now and there appear to be few prospects on the horizon. Even li fe

forms with a current value are impossible to evaluate over the long run. No one 
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can foresee what, if any, contribution a given life-fonn will eventually make. 

Uncertainty in this regard is the problem· and this should be recognized clearly 

and without apology. In fact, given what has been said above, one suspects 
-

that from the standpoint of public policy it is more important to come to grips 
. . 

with the problem of irreversibility and uncertainty than to precisely measure 

whatever foreseeable short-run benefits accrue to society from conservation; but 

more on this later. First, some additional economic dimensions of the problem 

must be introduced. 

Some Additional Economic Dimensions 

In addition to the problem of irreversibility and uncertainty, the first, 
conservation of endangered 

and perhaps most obvious, point to be made is that/species may entail social 

costs. Two types of costs are illus~rated from the condor case. There are 

direct (out-of-pocket) costs for research and management. More important in 

tenns of magnitude--at least for the condor--are the opportunity costs of for

going temporarily, or perhaps pennanently, the exploitation of some resources 

in the critical habitat. For example, the last major nesting area of the condor 

is ·also thought to be promising for oil and natural gas, yet exploration and 

development within this region would almost certainly be fatal to the species. 

Hence, efforts to conserve the condor entail the cost of oil potential which must 

remain unexplored. 

A second additional economic dimension relates to some benefits of life-form 

conservation which may offset these social costs partially or completely. Some 

of these benefits are associated directly with the li fe-fonn itself . For example, 

if whales are successfully conserved, market benefits from exploitation on a 

sustained yield basis would become feasible. In other cases, such benefits are 

of an extramarket character. For example, viewing condors in the wild, photo-
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graphing them, reading about them in a continuing flow of reports, and seeing 

them in published photographs and movies are all potential sources of social 

benefits from continued condor survival. 

Beyond these rather direct benefits are additional ones which are generated 

by the complementarities between conservation efforts and certain other resource 

uses. For example, complementarity in costs exists between condor conservation 

and outdoor recreation.8 This complementarity derives from the fact that many 

of the conflicting resource uses (oil and gas exploration, for example) would 

not only hann ~he condor, but also damage the natural amenities on which human 

recreation depends. Complementarity exists on the benefit side as well. The 

condor adds 11color11 to the area it inhabits and the prospect of seeing a condor 

and perhaps even getting a picture enhances general outdoor recreation in the 

habitat. 9 

A third additional economic dimension concerns the risk that conservation 

efforts will be unsuccessful. Some attempts to increase t he longevity of species 

have been successful; e.g., the American bison, the California tule elk, the 

trumpeter swan, the whooping crane and the sea otter. However, t he condor itsel f 

reminds us that efforts toward conservation may be unsuccessful . There is no 

evidence that the condor is responding ta the measures taken on its beha 1f 

sufficiently to stabilize or increase the population. Technically, the condor 

may already have crossed its critical zone (Ciriacy-Wantrup, 1968) or its extinc

tion threshold (Bachmura). 

Finally, market failure appears likely in dealing with potential extincti on . 

in many if not all cases. Arguments based on externalities, public goads aspects , 

extramarket resources, and di vergences between private and soci al rates of dis-
10 count come so easily to mind that t here is no need to belabor t he matter. Let 

us turn instead to al ternative approaches which would combine the vari ous economic 
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dimensions of the problem in .order to facilitate sound public choices, beginning 

with the benefit-cost approach. 

The Benefit-Cost Approach 

Bachmura and Plourde have dealt with the problem of threatened life-fonns 

in separate articles. Furthermore, while Kruti11a and others active in the 

Natural Environments Program at Resources for the Future have not dealt empirically 

with a threatened species problem, they do emphasize that maintenance of plants 

and wildlife is one of the advantages of preserving natural environments, and many 

of the concepts they have developed appear to be as applicable to the preservation 

of species as to other components of natural environments. Because their work 

is by far the most developed and detailed, the following discussion will draw 

llX)St heavily on the work of the RFF group and particularly, the recent synopsis 

by Kruti11a and Fisher. 

The works by Bachmura, Plourde, and Krutilla and Fisher are developed in 

the context of benefit-cost analysis. 11 It must be noted at the outset, however, 

that none of these authors is completely satisfied with benefit-cost analysis 

on a practical level. In fact, much of what Krutilla and Fisher say can be inter

preted as warnings against the application of benefit-cost analysis, as it is 

currently practiced by public agencies, to problems involving natural environments, 

and their discussion contains many suggestions of more appropriate techniques. 

Let us illustrate what is involved in the benefit-cost approach by casting the 

condor situation in a Krutilla-Fisher framework. 

Following Krutilla and Fisher, we will deal with two alternatives, the pre-

servation alternative and the development alternative. The preservation alter-

native consists of doing those things which appear to be necessary for the 

survival of the condor. This would include controls on the development of oil 
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and other minerals, leaving certain water resources and critical condor 

feeding areas undeveloped, planning recreation to avoid excessive disturbances 

__ near 'lmportant nesting and roosting sites, some .artificial feeding, further 

researciJ., and other such measures. The deyelopment alternative would consist - ~ 

of exploiting the oil, minerals, water and other land resources wherever this 

is economically feasible. 

Let "development cost~" equal the direct, non-environmental social costs 

associated with development. For example, in the case of oil, development 

costs would include the costs of finding, developing, and producing the oil 

and gas in the condor habitat but would exclude the value of damages to aesthe

tics because of land scarring, spills of oil and brine into local watershed 

· · and the like. Let Bd equal devel_opment benefits, the gross social benefits 

of development minus development costs, all in present value tenr~. 

Likewise, let "preservation costs" equal the social costs directly 

associated with the condor conservation efforts and complementary resource 

uses such as recreation·, but· excluding the opportunity cost of forgoing, at 

least te~orarily, the use of the resources which would be exploited under the 

development alternative. For example, preservation costs would include the 

costs of artificially feeding the condors to assure an adequate food sapply. 

It would also include a trail that is deemed desirable to permit back-packing 

into an area where the resulting disturbance would not be detrimental to the 

condor. But the value of oil production, which would have to be forgone be

cause of the condor and other such opportunity costs associated with develop-

ment forgone, would not be included in preservation costs. 

Symbolize preservation benefits by BP. These are the gross social benefits 

of the preservation alternative minus preservation costs, all in present value 

terms. These gross bent fits woul a incl 11de the recreation benefits associated 

with condor observation. At least . he~""etically, Jross benefits would include 
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some measure of the condor 1s contribution as part of the reservoir of future 

resources. Also included in these benefits would be the benefits generated 

by resource uses complementary to condor conservation efforts, like recreation, 

that would be lost if the development alternative is chosen. 

Krutilla and Fisher foresee a number of problems with conventional 

approaches to estimating Bd and B • Let us list four: . p 

(1) Option value and quasi-option value cannot be measured. Option 

value has had a controversial history since its introduction by Weisbrod. 12 

Cicchetti and Freeman finally defined option value to be a risk premium as 

that tenn was o~iginally defined by Friedman and Savage. This definition 

seems to have been accepted by most economists, although recent writers have 

demonstrated that option value may be either positive, negative, or zero, 

even for a risk-averse consumer (Henry}. Furthennore, a new concept, which 

Krutilla and Fisher· choose to call "quasi-option value," has emerged. Quasi

option value is not a risk premit.an, but rather the extra value of choosing 

not to take irreversible steps if new information about the outcomes of 

alternative decisions will become available in the future (Arrow and Fisher; 

Henry; Krutilla and Fisher, pp. 69-72). For the rational consumer or producer, 

quasi-option value would be positive, regardless of risk preferences. Given 

all that was said about irreversibility and uncertainty, both concepts 

would appear to -be applicable to the problem of endangered species, yet no 

methods are available presently to estimate these values. Thus, it will be 

necessary to deal with only an approximation of true preservation benefits 

(BP). Let us symbolize "measurable preservation benefits 11 by B~. Further, 

assuming that option value i s positive, it is clear that B~<: BP, since 

option value and quasi-option value cannnot be estimated by known techniques. 
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Lest. an important point go unnoticed, let it be explicitly stated that acknow

ledgerrent of the existence of these two option values is the principal strategy 

for coping with the problem of irreversibility and uncertainty within the 

benefit-cost approach. 

(2) ~nether unmeasurable benefi t of the preservation alternative is 

existence value. Existence value is not a reflection of risk preferences 

like option value or the prospect of new information like quasi-option· value, 

but rather reflects the utility that people recei~e from simply knowing that 

something exists~ For example, many people (the author included) would be 

willing to pay something to know that the blue whale will continue to exist. 

This willingness to pay is not attributable to any expectation of benefiting 

directly th.rough eventual consumption of whale products or aesthetic enjoyment 
· (Barkley and Seckley) 

of whales, but rather to knowledge of the whale's existence / .Clearly, however, 

no market exists on which to express this willingness to pay, perhaps at least 

partially because of the public goods nature of species existence . Here is an 

additional reason to argue that B'~ B • . - . p p 

(3} ~biguity in property rig_hts raises questions about the basis for 

evaluating B . Traditional benefit estimation is based on willingness to 
p 

pay. This always raises questions about the apropriate measure of consumer's 

surplus. In our present case, if property rights in the condor were attributed 

to those who may eventually benefit from its continued survival, then the correct 

measure of preservation benefits would be the amount that would be required to 

compensate them completely for the 1 ass. "Wi 11 i ngness to receive compensation• · 

as a measure of consumer's surplus would generally be greater than the amount 

preservation be.neficiaries would be willing to pay to see the condor survive. 

Mishan (1971) has argued that willingness to receive ought t o be the measure 

of benefits where natural amenities are at stake. To the extent that his 
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argument is accepted, conventional measures of B' would underestimate true p 

benefits, and this would be another reason to suspect that B'~ B , where p p 

ll'l!asurable benefits are based on willingness to pay . 

_ {4) ~other problem with conventional benefit-cost analysis relates to the 

assyll'l!tric incidence of technological change. The assymetric incidence concept, 

which can be traced back to Ciriacy-Wantrup (1968, pp. 46-47), has received a 

great deal of emphasis in the work at RFF. 13 M!nerals and other products of 

extractive industries which contribute to development benefits are generally 

used as raw materi als in the production of consumer durables and energy. Here, 

technology hopefully will continue to provide substitutes in production which 

do not significantly affect the satisfaction of consumers. Other things being 

equal, for example, one does not notice whether the electricity from a wall 

outlet is produced from fossil fuels~ solar generating facilities, or nuclear 

fusiQn. On th~ other hand, many of the products of natura l environments, par

ticularly enjoyment of natural amenities, enter directly into consumption. Hence, 

there are few, if any, opportunities for development of new technologies 

which can substitute inputs without affecting the qualities of natural amenities 

that yield satisfaction to consumers . With economic growth and techno logica l 

progress (whtch Krutilla and Fisher expect to continue), t he value of 

natural amenities should increase relative to the value of more conventiona l 

comnodities. To the extent that conventional benef it-cost techniques do not i n

clude thi s assymetry, they will tend to overestimate Bd and underesti mate BP. 

If this argument is accepted, it would appear to be appl icable t o some th reat ened 

species like the condor, southern bald eag le, and whooping crane, which attract 

attention for their aestheti c qualities. 

For all these reasons and others as well, Kruti l l a and Fi sher suggest that 

benefit-cost analysis be app l ied to public choices between devel opment and pre-
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servatian alternatives in three steps. First, ·ad should be carefully examined. 

· If Bd is negative, clearly the development alternative is not economically justi

~ f1ed regardless of environmental impacts. Krutilla and Fisher paint ta several 

cases where development of natural environments will not survive close scrutiny · 

even before environmental damages are intraauced. My own work in the condor 

case further supports this view. 

· . · Of course, there are bound ta be cases . w~ere Bd is positive . The second 

step, then, is ta evaluate B~ as well as possible and compare this with Bd. 

One would expect that there are cases where rreasurable preservation benefits 

are sufficiently large ta offset Bd even though Bd"?' O. This result obtained, 

for example, in the very interesting and widely cited study of Hell's Canyon 

by the RFF group. 

· · However, it is tao much to hope that the real world will always be so simple. 

There are bound ta be cases where BP <(ad. Here, however, caution is advocated. 

Because of option value, quasi-option value, existence value, ambiguity in 

· property rights, and for other reasons, it is entirely possible that true pre

servation benefits (BP) are still }arger than Bd. Hence, Krutilla and Fisher 

(and Bachmura and Plourde as wel1) advocate giving the "benefit of the doubt" 

to preservation. Presumably, this means that the preservation alternative 

should be chosen unless development, after considering BP, is sti l l very 

attractive economically. 

We can reinterpret this conclusion sl ightly in a way that wi l l prove useful 

later. Bd can be thought of as part of the soc~al costs (benefits forgone ) of 

preservation. Offsetting these costs are BP . Thus, Bd minus BP can be thought 

of as the measurable social costs of preservation. The Krutilla-Fisher criterion 

can then be stated as : Choose the preservation alter.native unless the measurable 

soci al costs of doing so are· unacceptably large, so large that BP, measured in 

full, i s in a11 probabil i ty less than ed . 
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For example, Bd for the condor is estimated to be around $3 million per 

year. Space will not pennit the details of the analysis which led to this 

estimate, and it will be used for illustrative purposes only. The bulk of 

this $3 million is an estimate of the benefits forgone because of the con

flict between oil development and the condor in the main nesting area. 

Actually, it is probably an overestimate of these costs, since ft is based on 

the assumption that the price of oil will be constant at around $10 per 

barrel. If one assumed, based on recent experience, that the price of oil 

will continue to rise, this appreciation in the value of the unexploited oil 

would reduce the social cost of postponing its use. 14 No attempt was made 

in our study to estimate aµ, for reasons that will be explained later. Suppose 

for purposes of illustration that Bd - BP is $1 million annually. 15 According 

to Kr.uti.11.a and Fis.her, deve1opr.ient would still not necessarily be economically 

justified, since all the unmeasurable factors discussed above are not included. 

Development would be justified only if in the best judgment of the analyst, 

option value, quasi-option value, existence value and suitable adjustments 

for ambiguity in property rights and technical change probably would not add 

$1 million or more to preservation benefits. Otherwise, the benefit of the 

doubt would be given to the preservation alternative. 

The Safe Minimum Standard Approach 

For a life-fonn, the safe minimum standard Qf conservation is achieved 

when extinction is avoided, generally through maintenance of sufficient 

numbers and habitat to insure survival. For the condor, choosing the safe 

minimum standard would be equivalent to choosing the preservation alternative 

as discussed above. 16 

Because potential extinction of life-forms creates the problem of irre

versibility and uncertainty, Ciriacy-Wantrup (1968) has argued that the choice 
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of wh7~he! or not to establish the safe minimum standard should be approached 

using .. the theory of decision-making under uncertainty from game theory. Accord

/ng ~o thi~ approach, society should choose the strategy which minimizes 

~ximum possible losses. Thus, the safe minimum standard should be chosen 

unless the social costs associated with it are greater than the maximum 

possible losses from extinction. 

Two problems with this approach irrmediat~ly come to mind. First, the 

minimax solution has often been criticized as being ultra-conservative. In 

the present case, for example, the safe minimum standard would be adopted 

1f its costs were one dollar less than the social losses that would be 

incurred under the worst conceivable future situation. For example, if 

jt could be foreseen that the largest possib.le loss from extinction of the 

~ondor would be $300 million and th·e cost (assumed known with certainty) 

of ~he safe minimum standard was $299,999,999, rigid adherence to the game 

theo-ry sol~tion would dictate choosing the safe minimum standard. Obviously 

to live is to take chances. Whether we observe human behavior under risk 

and uncertainty in the private sector (insurance, use of the automobile, business) 

or the public sector (defense, public health programs), a less conservative 

approach is exhibited. If the costs of avoiding uncertainty become unacceptably 

large, individuals and societies accept the chance of large losses rather than 
- -

blindly pursuing a minimax approach. 

The second problem relates to the assumption in game theory that while 

the probabilities of alternative outcomes are not known, the outcomes themse lves . 

and their values under alternative strategies can be foreseen. In the language 

of game theory, the "pay-off matrix" is assumed to be known with certainty. 

While this is a useful construct for differentiating theoretically between 

risk and uncertainty, it is not very realistic. If the problem of irreversibility 
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and uncertainty is a~equate1y characterized in this paper, then not only are 

the probabilities of alternative outcomes unknown but also the outcomes them

selves and the associated payoffs. Thus, whether the safe minimum standard 

is 1n fact the minimax so1ution may be unclear if the socia1 costs of the 

safe minimum standard are quite large. 

To dea1 with these prob1ems on a practica1 leve1, a decision process 

analogous to that of a private person buying insurance has been advocated 

(C1riacy-Wantrup, 1967; Ciriacy-Wantrup and Phillips) . If the costs of 

insuring one's house against fire are considered small, he/she wil1 usually 

bu.y the insurance and avoid the risk. However. if the costs of insurance 

are unacceptably large, one might we11 choose to 1ive with the risk instead. 

Similarly, on a practica1 level, the safe minimum standard is the appropriate · 

social choice unless its costs are unacceptab1y large. 

Ciriacy-Wantrup (1968, pp. 254-56) argues that in most cases the costs 

of the safe minimum standard will be small, provided that the threat of i rre

versible dep1etion is from human rather than natura1 processes and actions are 

taken to e,-tablish the safe minimum standard before the situation becomes des

perate. The cost wou1d probab1y be sma11 in absolute terms for li f e-fonns 

because only a remnant population must be maintained to prevent exti nction. 

If .so, these costs would be small in relative terms as well, compared to the 

costs of avoiding uncertainty in other areas such as defense and pub l ic health. 

If costs are indeed small, both of the above problems would apparently 

be solved. The l ower are costs, the less applicable is the criti cism that 

the minimax is overly conservative. While the pay-off matrix is sti l l not 

known, the lower are costs themoreconfident i s the decis ion-maker that the 

safe minimum standard will indeed minimize maximum poss ible losses. 
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The safe minimum standard can be viewed from another vantage point by 

referring to the current literature on intergenerational equity ·(Rawls; Mishan, 

1975; Solow; Dasgupta; Dasgupta and Heal). While this literature has tended 
::: 

to focus on the rate of depletion of stock resources, our discussion of the 

uncertain prospects of future generations and growing dependence on rapid 

technological progress would indicate that intergenerational equity is an 

issue for flow resources as well. The narrowing of the reservoir of future 

resources caused by extinction means that while the current generation may 

gain economically from using land and related resources in ways which cause 

extinction, this is at the expense of increased uncertainty for future genera

tions. Th~s, the .social goal in implementing the safe minimum standard 

might be described as avoiding the imposition of uncertain but potentially 

large losses on future generations whenever this can be accomplished without 
. . 

excessive economic sacrifice to the present generation. When a species is 

threatened with extinction, the public decision problem is one of deciding 

whether it is more equitable to impose the cost of the safe minimum standard 
-

on the current generation or to impose potential losses from irrevers i bility 

on future generations. This is inherently a social decision about how much 

11we 11 are wi 11 ing to give up for "their" sake. 

The safe minimum standard approach has not yet been applied extensive ly 

to actual pol i cy issues. Out of Ciriacy-Wantrup's interest in irreversibility 

and uncertainty have come studies involving prime agricultural land in California 

(Ciriacy-Wantrup, 1976), and the California tule elk, a threatened subspecies 

of the American elk (Ciriacy-Wantrup and Phillips; Phillips), and the present 

study (Bishop, 1972, 1973, 1974 ). Another very interesti ng application of the 

same principles is Kneese's thinking on the nuclear energy question. The 
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introduction of substantial amounts of dangerous long-li ved radi oactive 

-materials into the environment is rather like irreversibly" introducing a. 

11negative 11 flow resource. Kneese argues persuasively that conventional 

- benefit-cost analysis is inappropriate in such cases. He goes on to suggest 

that the additional costs of coal-fired electricity generation are not 

- sufficiently large to justify the risks associated wi th widespread use 

of nuclear power under current technology. 

The condor case will further illustrate how the safe minimum standard 

approach works in practice. The gross costs of efforts to save the condor 

tnclude the opportunity costs (benefits forgone ) generated when some of the 

resources such as oil and water within the habi tat cannot be developed. 

This is ~qual to Bd' the development benefits under the benefit-cost approach. 

As noted above, my estimate of Bd is about $3 million annually and this is 

. probably an overestimate. Offsetting this opportunity cost are the measurable 

. benefits associated with the safe minimum standard. But this would be identical 

to 81 ,the benefits (net of preservation costs) associated with the preservation - p 

alternative. Thus, in benefit-cost tenns, the measurable social costs of the 

safe minimum standard for the condor is Bd - aµ. Assuming that my benefit

cost analysis is correct, 17 the social costs of t he safe minimum standard for 

the condor is clearly less than $3 million per year . 

Is .. this too high a cost for the present generation to bear for the sake 

of maintaining the condor as one l i nk in the reservoir of future resources? 

As noted above, this is inherently a social decisi on and not one whi ch can 

be addressed directly by the economist. Stil l , t he economis t may hel p society 

to view such dollar figures in perspecti ve . We are tal king here of perhaps one 

percent of what Americans spend on chewing gum. Or, as a further example, thi s 

is apparently around one percent of what we are spending annual ly for 

products used by cat owners for indoor sanitary purposes. Clearly, this is 
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not a large sacrifice to our society in relative terms. lS 

One objection to this approach might well be mentioned at this point. What 

about the cumulative costs of trying to save the many other species as well 
19 as the condor? It is true that the safe minimum standard approach as 

developed here for uses on a single species and this does raise important 

issues for future research, as we shall see below: However, it is worth 

noting here that the condor appears to be rather atypical in this regard. 

The fact that the condor chose land with potential for oil and gas as a 

very critical part of its remaining habitat is the primary factor responsible 

for this cost figure. Effort to maintain a minimum population and habitat for 

most threatened life-forms should entail much lower costs. 

Finally, let us ask what the roles of option value and quasi-option 

Vilue are within the safe minimum standard approach. I would submit that 
. -

their primary role is in understanding the social costs of the safe minimum 

standard. This role should not be minimized, since it is important to con-

tinue to explore what we as economists can and cannot measure using benefi t-

cost techniques . But as tools to help society cope with the problem of irre

versibility and uncertainty, the concepts of option value and quasi-option 

value do not appear to be particularly powerful. It is the very essence 

of this problem that alternative outcomes, payoffs, and probab ilities are 

not known even to an approximati on beyond the next decade or two. Thus, 

to attempt to make alterations in expected values for risk preferences as in 

option value or to evaluate the potential directions and usefulness of new 

knowledge does not appear to be feasible over the long ti me spans in question 

here even if techniques of quantification are successful ly developed for the 

short n.Jn. On the other hand, to the extent that irrevers ibility and uncertai nty 

are problems to the present and perhaps the next generati on, the two option 

values are helpful in understanding that the social costs of the safe minimum 

standard may not be as large as they appear at first glance. Similar roles can 
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be envisioned for existence value, issues relating to the ambiguity about 

property rights and assy~try in the implicati ons of te·chnological progress . 

Conclusions 

Interestingly enough, while the benefit-cost and safe minimum standard 

approaches are considerably different theoretically, they come to some corrrnon 

conclusions. First,. both approaches conclude that the potential extinction 

of species is a problem of sufficient economic si'gnificance to warrant 

attention from economists and public policy-m~kers. Both approaches agree 

that to cope with the proble~ of irreversibility and uncertainty should be 

one of the major concerns of the policy-maker, although the safe minimum 

standard approach may place more emphasis on this aspect vis-a-vis other 

economic dimensions of the problem. Finally, both approaches agree that 

positive measurable net benefits are not sufficient economic justification 

for choosing development where extinction of one or more species may result. 

Both approaches conclude that as a practical criterion, development is 

economically justified only if the social costs of avoiding extinction 
' 

(Bd - 8~) are unacceptably large. 

Despite these common conclusions, major differences exist between the 

two approaches in their views of the role of the economic analyst, the place 

of the two option values in the analysis, and the directions that future 

research ought to take. In the benefit-cost approach, the economic analyst 

is attempting within the limits of current knowledge to define for the 

policy-maker which alternative most closely approximates the ideal of 

economic efficiency. The safe minimum standard approach views the economist's 

role as one of helping the policy-maker to understand the economic issues . 

that arise when a species is faced with extinction, to estimate the social 

costs of the safe minimum standard in specific cases, and to help the 

decision-maker to view these costs in perspective. In the safe minimum standard 
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approach, the public policy issue is not so much what is efficient, but 

what the present generation, through established institutions for public 

decision-making~is willing to sacrifice in order to maintain the reservoir 

of future resources. 

Option value an~ quasi-option value are . the keystones of the benefit

cost approach to the problem of irreversibility and uncertainty. As explained 

above, the safe minimum standard approach would consider these concepts to 

be IJIJSt useful in understanding costs of the 'safe minimum standard. From this 

difference come diverging implications for future research. The benefit-cost 

approach would suggest that society's best hope for better coping with this 

sort of uncertainty would be further research to better understand the two 

option values and hopefully quantify them in order to narrow the gap between 

measurable and actual preservation· benefits. The safe minimum standard 

approach would suggest that while such research might prove useful for 

refining estirrates of the social cost of the safe minimum standard, society's 

best hope for coping with irreversibility and uncertainty lies in research 

to help define better strategies for implementing the safe minimum standard 

of conservati on. For example, the condor study and other studies l ike i t 

have dealt with individual threatened species. Non-economists, on the other 

hand, are beginning to talk in tenns of preserving examples of at least the 

major ecosystems of the earth (Myers; Sullivan and Shaffer; UNESCO , 1973, 1974) . 

What would be the economic implications of such a network of ecosystems in 

the United States and other developed countries? Furthennore, there is 

growing concern about the potential impacts of rapid natural resource 

development in the LOC's (Myers). Tropical areas appear to have special 

problems in t his regard compared to the temperate zone. What would the safe 
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minimum standard approach imply in these countr.ies? To what extent will 

it be economically feasible to maintain representative ecosystems there? 

From the point of view embodied in the safe minimum standard approach, such 

questions are much more pressing and deserve a .higher research priority 

than do refinements in our ability to quantify benefits and costs over the 

next decade or two. 



FOOTNOTES 

1. This paper will follow the conman practice of referring to 11 endangered 

species,N but it should be recognized that when a biologist or wildlife 

manager uses this tenn·, he/she is most often concerned about individual 

subspecies as well as the species as a whole. An endangered species or sub

species is one which is recognized by man as being sufficiently close to ex

tinction to make its survival beyond the next few years or decades questionable. 

No attempt is made here to distinguish between 11endangered11 species on the 

one hand and 11 threatened" or 11 rare" species on the other. 

z. The California condor, unlike its Andean cousin, eats only carrion and 

has never been known to kill for food. 

3. More about the natural history and current status of the condor can be 

found in the studies by Koford; Sibley; Miller, McMillan, and McMillan; 

Carrier; and Wilbur. 

4. Quoted by Miller, p. 1231. 

5. This is not meant to imply that there are no ways to improve efforts to 

thoroughly test new products or that more rational procedures for testing new 

production could not be devised on the basis of sound uncertainty economics . 

6. Quoted in U.S. Forest Service, p. 43. 

7. Quoted by Atkinson, p. 72. 

8. It should be noted in passing that. the condor 1 s sensitivity to disturbance 

would rule out certa i n kinds of recreation, such as off -road vehicl e use and 

high densi ty camping , near nes5 and roosts . However, there is adequate land 



available for such uses away from important condor areas and, with proper 

controls in particularly sensitive locations, the condor and low~disturbance 

recreation are generally compatible. 

9. Recreation is the most obvious and perhaps the most easily quantifiable 

activity that is complementary to efforts to save the condor, but there are 

other such cases. For example, the present condor habitat is one of the few . 
places remaining where the black bear could be studied in a typical Southern 

California chaparral environment with ·minimal human impacts. Other scientific 

resources include two small watersheds which have had minimal contacts with 

pollutants found to a greater or lesserextent in virtually all other streams 

in Southern California. This quality, which would almost certainly be lost 

to development in a few years if the area were opened up, might prove useful 

in assessing the more subtle impact of man on the regional environment 

(U.S. Forest Service). 

10. These aspects are treated by other authors including Amacher, Tollison, 

and Willet; Bachmura; Plourde; and Krutill a and Fisher. 

11. A fourth economic paper on endang: ~ed species is that by Amacher, 

Tollison, and Willett . This paper is basically in agreement with the benefit

cost approach, but will not be discussed because the decision of whether or 

not to pennit extinction was not explicitly dealt with. Their paper focuses 

on eagles as sheep predators and cites evidence that if anything the eagle popu

lation should be increased. 

12. The main issue from the standpoint of benefit-cost analysis was whether 

option value represents a new benefit or whether it is simply the traditiona l 

concept of benefits viewed from a different direction. This question was 

apparently solved by Cicchetti and Freeman, who cite the previous literature. 



13. See also V. Kerry Smith. An attempt to include this assymetry in an 

actual study was made by the RFF group in their study of Hell's Canyon. 

See Krutilla and Fisher, pp . 84-150 and other literature cited there. 

14. The discussion is in tenns of the social cost of postponement because 

the decision to leave the oil (if any) in the ground is reversfble. The 

social cost is not the total value of the oil but the social cost of producing 

1t at some future date rather than now. 

15. It is assumed that this figure includes an allowance for recreational 

growth as in the Hell's Canyon study. 

16. Note again that the prospects here are not certain. There is a risk 

that all these efforts will fail to insure survival. In this sense, the 

discussion here is a bit oversimplified. 

17. As noted above, space did not pennit further description of how I 

arrived at this figure and it is used here only for illustrative purposes. 

18. One could, of course, refine the $3 million cost figure by estimating 

some of the preservation benefits. However, given the fact thot the cost 

(less than $3 million) is known to be small in relative tenns. this need not 

be done unless it is relevant to policy. 

19. This question was raised in co1T1T1ents on an earlier paper (Bishop 1972) 

by O'Connell. 
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